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RELATION OF MORPHOLOGY OF ELECTRODEPOSITED 

ZINC To ION CONCENTRATION PROFILE 

by Charles E. May, Harold E. Kautz, andBrian B. Sabo* 

Lewis Research Center 

SUMMARY 

The morphology of electrodeposited zinc was studied with special attention to the ion 
concentration profile. The initial concentrations were 9-molar hydroxide and 1 . 2  1- 
molar zincate. Current densities were 6.4 to 64 mA/cm . Experiments were run with 
a horizontal cathode which was observed in situ via microscope. The morphology of the 
electrodeposited zinc metal was  found to be a function of time as well as current density. 
Our present belief is that the difference in zinc morphology is fundamentally due to a dif- 
ference in the activity of hydroxide ion absorbed on the cathode surface. Above about 
12 molar, large crystals form; below 12 molar, small crystals (moss) form. 

use of asbestos o r  other porous material in contact with the cathode. Thus, convection 
was possible and was observed via zinc probe electrodes, which showed no appreciable 
concentration gradient in the cathode chamber. However, concentration differences did 
exist between the bulk and the surface layer at the cathode: for zincate, 11 (M/liter)/ 
(A/cm of current); and for hydroxide ion, about 16 (M/liter)/(A/cm2 of current). More- 
over, the moss deposit had an apparent thermodynamic activity roughly twice that of the 
zinc sheet used. Finally, in our experimental system, we detected no effect of pulse 
discharging when comparison was  based on average current. 

2 

In our experimental system the direct observation of deposit prohibited the 
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INTRODUCTION 

Today, renewed interest is being shown in the performance of secondary batteries, 
particularly in improving their cycle life. At the Lewis Research Center, this interest 
is directed toward the silver-zinc and nickel-zinc batteries. This study is concerned 
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with the effect of pulse discharging during charging on the -morphology, concentration 
profile, and performance of the zinc-alkaline half-cell. It has been reported that this 
technique (pulse discharging during charging) increases the cycle life of nickel-cadmium 
and lead-acid batteries (ref. 1). 

Moreover, this technique is claimed to improve the morphological growth of metals 
in electroplating (ref. 2) as well as in charging of secondary batteries (refs. 3 and 4). 
Romanov reports improved morphology of zinc metal growth from zincate using merely 
pulsed currents (ref. 5). Two general types of zinc growth morphology are well known 
(ref. 6): microcrystals (ref. 7, referred to as mossy), which are prevalent at low cur- 
rent densities; and macrocrystals (dendrites, ref. 7; nodules, ref. 8; and/or boulders, 
ref. 9), which are prevalent at high current densities. 

zinc metal deposit and the profile of the ion concentrations involved. In addition, com- 
parisons were made between experiments without pulsing and those with pulse discharging. 
Our preliminary work shows very little, if any, effect on morphology due to pulsing when 
comparisons were made on the basis of the same average charging current. However, 
a correlation was  found between zinc growth morphology and ion concentration at the 
surface. This correlation may eventually lead to an understanding of the mechanism by 
which, and the degree to which, pulse discharging is effective. 

Our approach to the problem was to investigate simultaneously the morphology of the 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The Cell 

The disassembled cell is shown schematically in figure l(a); a schematic of the 
assembled cell is shown in figure l(b). It consists of two zinc-zincate half-cells and a 
middle chamber containing a reference zinc-zincate electrode. Each half-cell is separated 
from the reference chamber by a thin cellulose membrane. (Preliminary work made use 
of a cell in which the chambers were separated by constrictions rather than membranes. ) 
The presence of additional zinc electrodes (probes) in the half-cell in which the zinc is 
being electrodeposited (referred to as the cathode chamber) permitted measurement of 
bulk concentrations in the cathode compartment. The starting electrodes, including the 
probes, were always new 0.005-centimeter (0.002-in.) thick zinc sheet. 

The cell body was made of the polymer polymethylmethacrylate. Its transparency, 
together with the design of the cell, allowed easy observation via microscope of the zinc 
growth morphology in situ. Clamping the cell together with bolts was sufficient to prevent 
leakage. 

parallel to electrode surfaces that would arise from gravitational effects. Most experi- 
Cells were run with the electrodes in the horizontal position to minimize gradients 



2 ments were begun by electrosolution of the cathode for 30 minutes at 6.4  mA/cm and 
then electrodeposition of zinc back onto the cathode for the same time and at the same 
current density. This procedure yielded a mossy surface (ref. 10) and the initial 
catholyte concentration. 

zincate is depleted in the cathode chamber and increased in the anode chamber during a 
charging experiment. Because of this low transport of zinc through the separators and 
because the two half-cells were equal in volume, the ion concentrations in the reference 
chamber remained essentially constant. (Experiments with two electrodes in the refer- 
ence chamber established that no concentration gradients existed within that chamber. ) 
Also, the fact that only zinc-zincate electrodes were used eliminated the possibility of 
interference from extraneous ions (e. g., the silver ion). 

Note that, due to low transport of zincate through the cellulose separators (ref. ll), 

Electronic Setup 

The electronic apparatus is shown schematically in figure 2. The outputs of two 
signal generators were fed in parallel into a potentiostat. One of the signal generators 
triggered the other through the variable-delay mechanism of the oscilloscope. The cell 
current was  controlled by having the potentiostat monitor the potential across a standard 
10-ohm resistor in series with the cell. Without pulsing, a constant current was ob- 
tained. One signal generator created a zero-current interval (0.1-msec duration) every 
10 milliseconds. During this zero-current interval the induced polarization potential 
(ref. 12) was  determined across any two electrodes. The second generator added the 
discharge pulse (inset A, fig. 2) or  pulsed current increase (inset B, fig. 2) when de- 
sired. Calibration assured us that currents were known to within l-percent accuracy. 
The potential between the reference electrode and the various probes (or cathode) was 
fed into a differential amplifier and then into one channel of the oscilloscope. The 
potential across the standard resistor was fed into the other channel of the oscilloscope. 
Readings were estimated to 1 millivolt. 

Observation of Zinc Metal Deposit 

In situ observations of the zinc deposit during charging experiments were made with 
a metallographic microscope at 100 magnification. At this magnification, the onset of 
large crystalline growth (generally referred to as dendritic) was  detectable by the first 
observation of highly reflective crystals. Postexamination of deposits was  made via 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) . 



Chemicals 

The zinc sheet was  5 N pure. The starting potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution was 
nominally a 45-percent (carbonate free) solution. Several batches of electrolyte were 
used during the course of this research; each was made by dissolving 50 grams of C. P. 
zinc oxide in 45-percent KOH solution made up to 500 milliliters. Chemical analyses 
were obtained on the resultant solutions. The analysis of the batch used for all critical 
work in this report was  1.21 molar in potassium zincate and 9.00 molar in potassium 
hydroxide. This agreed well with a calculation based on the composition of the starting 
mater id. 

RESULTS 

Determination of Transition Time 

Under constant overvoltage conditions, an initiation time for dendritic growth of 
zinc between 5 and 100 minutes has been reported (ref. 13). However, it has also been 
reported (ref. 10) that the transition from moss to dendritic growth for zinc is a function 
of only current density and temperature; the effect of time was not considered. These 
data (ref. 10) indicate that at 23' C, above about 22 mA/cm , dendrites (large crystals) 
would always form. 

2 Our first observation was  that during charging at current densities of 25 mA/cm , 
mossy zinc continued to deposit on an originally mossy substrate. Finally, however, 
large crystals would start to grow. The time of transition to large crystals was found 
to depend on current density (fig. 3). The round data points represent constant-charging- 
current experiments (without zero-current pulsing). The triangular points for pulse dis- 
charging are discussed in the following section. (All these data were obtained from the 
preliminary version of our experimental cell. ) The transition time tt has an approxi- 
mately logarithmic dependence on current. This type of dependence implies that the 
amount of moss deposited (before large crystals form) also decreases with increasing 
current. This was  most obvious at high current, for which the amount of mossy deposit 
was negligibly small. 

Error in the measurement of short transition times prevented meaningful deter- 
minations at extremely high current densities. Also, the finite cell size prevented 
meaningful determinations at extremely low current densities, in that during 10% plating 
times the entire cathode chamber would become filled with mossy zinc. The same curve 
(fig. 3) resulted when a predeposit of moss was not used. In contrast, it was generally 
difficult to plate any moss on a predeposit of large crystals. The same type of dependence 
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of transition time on current density occurred for cells with separators (fig. 1). The 
actual transition time, of course, depended on the cathode chamber volume and the type 
of separation used (separator or  constriction). 

experiments. They all exhibited the following (as exemplified in fig. 4): mossy growth 
at the bottom deposited before the transition, and large crystalline growth at the top 
deposited after the transition. The large crystals resemble the boulders reported by 
Bockris, et al. (ref. 9). From our SEM photographs (e. g. , fig. 4), we could gain no 
clue to explain why, at a particular time during plating, the growth morphology should 
change from mossy to large crystalline deposits. The ratio of metal to void space in 
the moss was not a function of distance from the collector; from this it w a s  concluded 
that the plating occurs always on the advancing surface of the mossy growth. 

To substantiate the nature of the deposit, SEM photographs were taken after several 

Effect of Pulse Discharging 

The charging experiments were repeated using the technique of pulse discharging. 
Discharging pulses amounting to between 10- and 50-percent discharge were used. Four 
parameters were varied: charge current ic, 36 to 80 milliamperes; discharge current 
id, 36 to 450 milliamperes; charge time interval tc, 0.2 to 700 milliseconds; discharge 
time interval td, 0 .1  to 100 milliseconds. Indeed, pulse discharging did increase the 
time of transition when based on actual charging current ic. But, from a practical 
aspect, comparison must be based on the average current 5, which is a (inverse) meas- 
ure of the time required to charge a battery: 

The results of pulse discharging experiments based on average current are shown in 
figure 3 as triangular points. There is more scatter among the "pulse discharging" 
data than among the "unpulsed" data, but no appreciable extension of transition time 
can be noted. All the pulse discharging data in figure 3 are for charging currents of 
62.5 milliamperes with various idts, tC1s, and td's. Similar data were obtained with 
charging currents of 36 to 80 milliamperes, but the scatter was greater. Even in six 
experiments where pulsed '?current increase?' (fig. 2, inset B) w a s  used, the data points 
fell on the constant-current curve. 

I .. 
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Induced Potential 

The next step was to monitor various potentials within the cell during a charging 
experiment. The first potential measured was the one induced across the cathode with 
respect to an unchanging reference electrode (measured during a zero-current interval). 
As shown in figure 5, curve A, this value rose immediately from zero to roughly 0.03 
volt when charging was begun. During the experiment, it then rose gradually at an ever- 
increasing rate. For a current of about 30 milliamperes, when the potential reached 
0.060 volt (about 0.08 V between cathode and anode), the transition from moss to large 
crystals occurred. Soon afterward, the potential began to oscillate up to high voltages, 
roughly 0.5 volt. Somewhat similar oscillations have been previously observed (ref. 14). 
and explained (ref. 10) by assuming diffusion control and by applying the theory of 
chronopotentiometry at constant current. We repeated the experiments using pulse 
discharging; a curve quite similar to curve A in.figure 5 resulted when the induced 
potential was measured right before the discharge pulse. The induced cathode potential 
at the transition time appeared to decrease somewhat with increasing average current 
(fig. 6) but seemed to be independent of the parameters we used in pulse discharging. 

Induced potentials measured between other electrodes in the cathode chamber and the 
reference electrode generally showed no rapid initial rise (fig. 5, curve B). Instead, the 
potential rose slowly at first with an ever-increasing rate. Electrodes near the cathode 
eventually shorted to the cathode because of the accumulation of electrodeposited zinc. 
Finally, the potential of unshorted electrodes oscillated in a manner similar to that of 
the cathode. At least in this case, the oscillations cannot be explained in terms of cur- 
rent flow because neither of the electrodes involved (probe or reference) were passing 
current. In some way, variations in zincate concentration (which w a s  quite low at this 

. time) were likely to be the cause of this phenomenon. 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDUCED POTENTIAL AND CONCENTRATION 

To relate the potentials to concentration, the reactions that give rise to the potentials 
must be established. If Zn(OH)4= (ref. 15) is the zincate species involved, the equa- 
tions are 

At reference electrode r: 

Zn(OH)4=(r) + [YH20(r)] + 2e- 4 Z n 0  + 40H-(r) 



At electrode x: 

Zno + 40H-(x) - Zn(OH)4=(x) + [YH20(x)] + 2e- 

Due to conductance: 

2t+K+(x) + 2( 1 - t+)OH-(r) - 2t+K+(r) + 2( 1 - t+)OH-(x) 

(3) 

(4) 

where t+ is the transference number of the K+ ion. Water  may either be produced 
(ref. 16) or  consumed by the reaction due to differences in hydration between the react- 
ants and the products of the reactions. However, because the molar concentration of 
water is high (roughly 45 M, calculable from data in ref. 17), the activity of water at 
both electrodes can be taken to be the same. The overall reaction would thus be 

Zn(OH)4=(r) + 2(1  + t+)OH-(x) -t 2t+K+(x)+ Zn(OH)4=(x) -t 2(1 + t+)OH-(r) + 2t+K+(r) 

zO H K Z HO KO 

(5) 

This represents a reaction for a concentration cell with transference. The letter 
below each formula represents the molar concentration of the respective species. The 
resultant potential E in volts (reference electrode with respect to the variable electrode 
so as to result in a positive value) according to the Nernst equation is 

2+2t+ 2t, 

2+2t+ 2t+ 
- Z - Ho 

Zo H - K  

E = -0.030 log ~ 

when concentrations are used for activities. Defining activity quotients as 

Z Q =  ~ 

2+2t, 2t+ 
H . K  

yields 



c 

The experimentally measured potentials (if predominantly due to concentration effects) 
can thereby be converted to values of Q ( x ) / Q ( r ) .  Because Q ( r )  is constant, Q(x)  cm 
be studied as a function of time (and current). 

puted from known parameters as follows: 
Furthermore, the average value of Q ( x ) / Q ( r )  in the cathode chamber can be com- 

--- dK - 2wi + D(Ko - K) 
dt V 

dH-dK dZ - - - -  2 -  
dt dt dt 

where 

e =  60 = 3.11~10-~ M/(A min) 
(2x96 500) 

i average current, A 

t charging time, min 

V 

D 

effective volume of cathode chamber, liters 

diffusion coefficient for KOH through separator, min- 1 

The diffusion rate of zincate through cellulose is too low (ref. 11) to be included in 
equation (9). The diffusion coefficient D for KOH through the separator was determined 
by direct measurement (titrimetrically) in the cell used and found to be 0.014 per minute 
(afactor of about 40 greater than that for the zincate ion); e was assumed to be the 
less mobile ion. 

To integrate equations (9) to (11) and finally to obtain equations (12) to (15), the 
following assumptions were made. The volume remains constant; that is, there is no 
loss or  entrainment of electrolyte, and V = Vo (actual volume of the cathode chamber). 
(With entrainment, V = Vo(l - t)/te, where l/te is the fraction of electrolyte entrained 
per minute. ) Also, the concentrations of the various species in the reference chamber 
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were assumed to be constant; the rate of diffusion from the cathode to the reference 
chamber is equal to the rate of diffusion from the reference to the anode chamber. Thus, 

z = z o - -  0 it 

vO 

2t+0i 
K = K~ + - (1 - .eDt) 

VOD 

Substituting equations (12) to (14) into equation (6) yields 

Inspection of equations (12) to (15) shows that during charging, the values of K and H 
increase with time while Z decreases. 

From equation (15), the average value of Q(x)/Q(r) in the cathode chamber at time 
t cm1 be computed from known parameters (average current, volume of cathode chamber, 
starting concentrations, time, and diffusion coefficient) and the transference number t+, 
which may be estimated. The solid and short-dashed curves in figure 7 show graphically 
the predicted dependence of Q(x)/Q(r) on time (for i = 30 mA; V = 0.00109 liter; KO = 
11.42 m/liter; Ho = 9.00 M/liter; Z = 1.21 M/liter; and D = O.O14/min). The differ- 
ence between the curves is caused by assuming t+ = 0.5 for the solid curve and t+ = 0.4 
for the short-dashed curve; thus, equation (15) is not very sensitive to t+. For simplic- 
ity, we have used t+ = 0.5  for subsequent calculations. The long-dashed line in figure 7 
represents the use of D = 0.00014 per minute. Thus, equation (15) is, likewise, not 
very sensitive to the value of D and so the following equation approximates equation (15): 



However, equations (15) and (16) do not give Q(c) /Q(r)  for the surface of the cathode 
collector because concentration gradients can exist in the catholyte. Even if the 
catholyte is well mixed by convection, a gradient should still exist across the boundary 
layer and the adsorbed species will  not be in equilibrium with the bulk concentrations. 
This gradient should be proportional to the flow by Fick's law, and the flow should be 
proportional to the current density i/a (where a = area). In turn, the difference A 
between the bulk concentration and the activity of a species on the surface (expressed in 
concentration units for simplicity even though such units cannot be applied directly to the 
activity of adsorbed species) is proportional to the product of the gradient and the bound- 
ary layer thickness y. With the assumption that y and a are  constants, they can be 
incorporated into the proportionality constant y,  so that 

Z(c)  - Z(x) = A~ = yli (17) 

for the zincate concentration difference. Similar equations can be written for the other 
concentration differences. In practice, there may be two (or more) regions of gradient, 
one across the boundary layer and one across the surface interface; A would encompass 
both gradients. 

surface is mossy (or crystalline) while the reference electrode is a smooth foil. Thus, 
an activity correction, a factor M, that corrects for the relative s t ress  in the two col- 
lectors should be included in the equation. Over and above this, the chemical rate- 
determining step may introduce a nonequilibrium concentration factor into the equation 
(eqs. (A31) and (A32)). However, this factor is probably negligible and is not necessary 
for interpreting the data. Using equations (12) and (17), one may write 

Moreover, when considering the cathode electrode, we must recognize that its 

Similar equations may be written for H(c) and K(c). Using such equations yields 



Equation (19) should only be applied when the concentrations in the bulk of the cathode 
chambers are  somewhat uniform. When the zincate concentration (Z(c) in eq. (18)) equals 
zero, Q(c)/Q(r) must equal zero, so that ti (time intercept) is given by the following 
equation: 

zovo YlV0 t,=- - - 

A plot of ti (i. e. , t at Q(c)/Q(r) = 0) versus l/i can uniquely determine yl. In con- 
trast, evaluation of equation (19) at t = 0 yields 

By expansion, with the assumption that terms in i2 are not important and y2 and y 3  
may be of comparable magnitude, equation (21) becomes 

Thus, a plot of the left side of equation (22) (if y1 is known) versus i allows M to be 
calculated from the slope and y2 to be approximated from the intercept. 

equation 
Also, the value of Z(c) on the surface can be calculated for any time from the 

8 i  Z(c) = - (ti - t) 
vO 

which was derived by rearrangement and combination of equations (18) and (20). 



COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA WITH PREDICTED VALUES 

Cathode Chamber 

Values of Q(x)/Q(r) were calculated from experimental values of E for probes 
(electrodes) in the cathode chamber via equation (8); representative data are plotted as 
a function of time in figure 8. (The values of Q(c)/Q(r) a r e  also plotted.) Scatter, 
though present, does not obscure the fact that Q(x)/Q(r) decreases (not quite linearly) 
with time and finally becomes essentially zero. 
dicted for the average value of Q(x)/Q(r) via equation (15). 

dicted curve. However, a slight gradient is indicated by the experimental values with 
the concentration nearest the separator being the greatest. The complete absence of a 
gradient would denote perfect mixing; the fact that the gradient is slight indicates the 
chamber is fairly well mixed, probably by self-induced convective flow. Similar agree- 
ment also exists between experimental Q(x)/Q(r) values and predicted ones for the other 
currents used. 

The fact that the t ime intercept for the experimental data (about 140 min from fig. 8) 
agrees with the predicted intercept (141 min from eq. (15)) shows that essentially all the 
zincate present in the cathode chamber at the beginning of the run is reduced during 
charging to metallic zinc. Thus, entrainment is negligible and any zincate remaining 
behind the advancing metal surface is eventually reduced to zinc metal. Moreover, the 
agreement between the experimental and predicted curves is evidence that the reactions 
proposed (eqs. (2) to (5)) a r e  suitable for describing the process actually occurring as 
well as for explaining the cause of the measured, induced electrochemical potential. 

The existence of convective flow in our cathode chamber may explain why pulse 
discharging was  not effective under our experimental conditions. It is claimed that 
the beneficial effects of pulse discharging a re  due to its effect on the diffusion profile 
in the bulk (ref. 2); this assumes the absence of convective flow. Indeed, the morpho- 
logy of zinc deposits has been shown to be a function of electrolyte flow (ref. 18). In 
contrast, in batteries, porous materials such as asbestos in contact with the electrode 
may inhibit convective flow. 

The solid curve in figure 8 is that pre- 

The experimental values (fig. 8) for  three different electrodes approximate the pre- 

Cathode Surface 

Figure 8 (solid points) also shows Q(c)/Q(r) as a function of time. The much 
smaller magnitude as compared with Q(x)/Q(r) at corresponding times implies either 
relatively large concentration differences across the boundary layer or  a large value for 



M. To evaluate the difference in zincate concentration across the boundary layer (or 
more correctly y l ) ,  t(Q(c)/Q(r) = o) (i. e.,  ti for various i's) was plotted against I/i 
(fig. 9). This plot yields a slope of 4.28 ampere-minutes, in good agreement with the 
4.25 ampere-minutes predicted from equation (20). From the intercept, y1 = 13.5 (M/ 

2 liter)/& in terms of current density, the value is 11 (M/liter)/(A/cm ). 

from the cathode collector, making use of our knowledge that the bulk of the catholyte is 
well mixed and that a concentration difference exists between the bulk concentration and 
the concentration at the cathode collector surface. Plots a re  given for three different 
current densities: 0.010, 0.020, and 0.040 A/cm2. Plots are also given for two dif- 
ferent bulk zincate concentrations: 1.21 molar (initial value) and 0.45 molar (63- 
percent depletion of zincate). These graphs are based on the value of y1 that was  de- 
termined by assuming that the boundary layer thickness was  independent of current and 
zincate concentration. 

Figure 10 illustrates, that at agiven current density, the concentration difference be- 
tween the bulk and the collector surface remains constant with time while the bulk concen- 
tration changes. It also illustrates that th i s  difference increases with increasing current. 

The curve for 0.040 A/cm and 63-percent depletion shows a zincate concentration 
at the surface of about zero. In that the concentration cannot drop below zero, further 
deposition requires that the current density be reduced or  hydrogen gas will  be evolved. 

Next, the values of 

In figure 10, the zincate concentration was  schematically plotted against the distance 

2 

were plotted against i in figure 11 according to equation (22). Special experiments 
were performed to obtain values at low currents. The plot yields a value of M of about 
2, equivalent to a 9-millivolt difference between the moss (cathode) collector and the 
reference electrode (sheet zinc). The slope of the curve in figure 11 yields (according 
to eq. (22)) an approximate value of 20 (M/liter)/A for y2; in terms of current density, 
16 (M/liter)/(A/cm2). In that the diffusion rate of the hydroxide ion should be large with 
respect to that for the zincate ion, one would expect y2 to be small with respect to y 1  
(the y 's  being essentially the reciprocals of the diffusion coefficients). To explain the 
large value for y2, we propose it arises from a slow desorption of the hydroxide ion. 

Equation (23) can be used to calculate Zt the surface Concentration of zincate at the 
transition time. This concentration is shown as a function of current in figure 12. 
The scatter is large, but the data indicate that Zt is not constant at the time of transi- 



tion from moss to large crystalline growth but increases with increasing i. Actually, 
Zt varies by an order of magnitude in the range of currents that were investigated. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE INDUCED VOLTAGE AT TRANSITION 

The question now arises, "Why does the morphology convert from moss to dendritic 
at some point in time?" Our proposed answer is that the type of deposit should depend 
on the concentration of some species at the surface. The most likely ones are those in- 
volved in the actual deposition (eq. (A4)): ZnOH and OH-. 

(24) 0 ZnOH + e-= Zn + OH- 

Unlikely candidates are e, which is not involved in any chemical reaction, and Zn(OH)4=, 
which has been shown to vary widely with current at the transition. 

Rearranging equation (19) and using equation (23) yield 

In i(ti - tt) = - 

A plot of In i(ti - tt) versus Et is shown in figure 13. The straight line that is drawn to 
approximate the points has a slope close to -2F/RT, in accord with equation (25). The 
fact that the data points appear to f a l l  on this line would indicate that (Ht/Ho)3 - (%/KO) 
is a constant at the transition time regardless of current. From this finding, we pos- 
tulate that it may be the hydroxide concentration at the surface H that determines the 
morphology of zinc growth. From the intercept (Et = 0) in figure 13, (Ht/H0)3 - (Kt/Ko) 
can be calculated to be 2.5. Evaluation of Ht (H at tt) from the present data can only 
be approximate because precise values of y2 and y3 are not known. Because K+ is 
not involved in any chemical reaction, it is reasonable to assume that Kt/Ko = 1 (or 
at least is closer to 1 than Ht/Ho). Thus, Ht/Ho = fi, o r  1.35, and H+ would be 12 
molar. Below this value, mossy zinc forms; above this value, crystalline zinc forms. 
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Cleveland, Ohio, April 18, 1977, 
506- 16. 
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APPENDIX A 

EFFECT OF CHEMICAL NONEQUILIBRIUM 

In this appendix, we determine how the lack of chemical equilibrium might affect the 
measured induced potential. The reaction mechanism as supported by the work of 
Bockris, et al. (ref. 19) is 

- 
Zn(OH)4- -r Zn(OH)3- + OH- 

Z A H 

RDS - - +  Zn(OH)g + e - Zn(OH)2- + OH- 

A B H 

Zn(OH)2- -ZnOH + OH- 

B C H 

ZnOH + e-f;Zn 0 + OH- 

C H 

Under each chemical formula is the letter that represents its molar concentration (or 
more correctly, its surface activity). According to the Butler-Volmer equation (ref. 20), 
the current (during zero pulse) is 

RT -Z4MHe RT 0 = k2Ae RT -Z2BHe RT + k4Ce 

where 

E half-cell potential 

F Faraday constant 

R gas constant 

T temperature, K 



II I l l  I I I I111 Ill r k, 1 rate constants 

p’s symmetry factors 

M activity of zinc collector 

With rearrangement of equation (A5), 

In that equations (Al) and (A3) are in equilibrium, A and C can be expressed in terms 
of Z, B, and H as 

Consider now that under certain circumstances B may not be in equilibrium; thus, an 
equation may be written describing Be (B at equilibrium), 

Combining equations (A7) and (A8) gives 

EF/RT- 1 - -  e 
H2 

Rearrangement yields 



Because equation (A2) is rate determining, z2  * k2 << z 4  - k4. Equation (A10) can thus be 
simplified as 

I .  

H2 

The potential of the reference chamber cO is similarly given, but B = Be and M = 1. 

/' 1% k3k4 

H2 

The potential measured would be given by the equation 

E = E  + E  - E  O j  

where E is the junction potential and 
j 

t+-1 
E .F/RT 

e J  = (:f+ (;) 
Combining equations (All)  to (A14) yields 



2 Thus, nonequilibrium introduces the factor (B/Be) 
equation (A15) a step further by using Z from equation (A8) and Bo as the value of B 
in the reference chamber yields 

into the Nernst equation. Taking 

Equation (A16) is the Nernst equation expected for equations (A3) and (A4) alone. More- 
over, returning to equation (A10) and assuming (contrary to fact) that equation (A4) is 
rate controlling yield 

klk2 k3k4 

e EF/RT - - { M1122L3L4 (') 
H2 

instead of equation (All), 

instead of equation (A15), and thus 

instead of equation (A16). Equation (A19) is the Nernst equation expected for equa- 
tions (Al) and (A2). Thus, it appears that when chemical equilibrium is not present, the 
measured induced potential is characteristic of the non-rate-controlling step. 

The lack of chemical equilibrium in our experiments could, of course, be produced 
during the current pulse. The Butler-Volmer equation (during the passage of current) 
can be given in terms of the rate-determining step (eq. (A2)) 



where Cp is the potential and i4 (current due to eq. (A4)) would ordinarily be i/2 for 
a two-electron process. However, we may wri te  an equation in addition to those involved 
in the reaction mechanics, 

- 
Zn(OH)4= + Z n o s  2 Zn(OH)2 (A2 1) 

Such an equation would result in i4 not equaling i/2. To correct for this, consider 
the change of B with time, 

(1-62) W/RT 2 - BHe - i4 + k5ZM - Z5B = 0 
dB -62 W/RT 
-=  Ak2e 
dt 

Because of steady-state conditions, dB/dt = 0. The symbols k5 and Z 5  are rate con- 
stants for equation (A21) and 

2 k5ZM = Z5Be 

Combining equations (A20) and (A22) yields 

i = 2 Ak2e -P2CpF/RT - BHZ2e (1-62)CpF'RT] + k5ZM - 15B 2 [ 
Because equations (Al), (A3), and (A4) are  in equilibrium, 

klZ = llAH 

k3B = 13CH 

k4C = Z4MHe CpF/RT 

Substituting equations (A25) to (A27) into equation (A24) gives 



Using equations (A8) and (A23) yields 

When B is only slightly displaced from equilibrium, equation (A29) can be simplified 
as 

1 - hi = 

where h is a combination of the constants as well  as Z,  H, and M. Combining equa- 
tion (A30) with equation (A15) gives 

Because Z, H, and K also possess polarizations due to current, the value of E can 
be expressedat t = 0 as 

From our experimental data, y1 can be calculated via equation (19) and M via 
extrapolation of e -2EF/RT to zero current. However, yz, y3, and X cannot be 
uniquely determined. In this report, we have assumed that h is negligible and that y3 

is comparable to y2, in order to obtain an approximate value for y2. Our personal 
belief is that h is truly negligible; but we must achawledge that it is possible for h 
to affect the polarization potential E (eq. (A32)). 



APPENDIX B 

SYMBOLS 

A 

a 

B 

Be 

BO 

(4 
C 

D 

E 

Et 
F 

H 

HO 

Ht 
i 

i 
- 

iC 

i4 

KO 

Kt 
k p  k2’ k3, k4, kg 

id 

K 

M 

- 
Zn(OH)3 molar concentration 

cross-sectional area of cell 

Zn(OH&, molar concentration 

equilibrium Zn(OH)2 molax concentration 

Zn(OH)2 

Zn(0H) molar concentration 

cathode surface 

diffusion coefficient of KOH through separator 

induced potential during zero-current interval 

induced potential during zero-current interval at transition time 

Faraday constant 

OH- molar concentration 

OH- molar concentration in reference chamber 

OH- molar concentration at transition time 

current 

average current 

charge current 

discharge current 

current due to reaction (eq. (A4)) 

K+ molar concentration 

I(+ molar concentration in reference chamber 

K+ molar concentration at transition time 

forward rate constants for eqs. (Al), (A2), (A3), (A4), and (A21), 

- 
- 

- 
molar concentration in reference chamber 

respectively 

reverse rake constants for eqs. (Al), (A2), (A3), (A4), and (A21), 
respectively 

apparent activity of mossy zinc 



1 l l 1 1 1 l 1 l  I I I 

R 

(4 
T 

t 

tC 

td 

te 

ti 

tt 

t+ 

vO 

(4 

V 

A 

A1 
€ 

j 

€0 
e 

E 

x 

activity quotient 

gas constant 

reference chamber 

absolute temperature 

time 

charge time interval 

discharge time interval 

time required for  cathode chamber to f i l l  with moss 

time when Q(c)/Q(r) = 0 

moss -to -large -cry st al transition time 

transference number of Ict ion 

catholyte volume 

volume of catholyte chamber 

cathode chamber 

boundary layer thickness 

Zn(0H) 4= molar concentration 

Zn(OH)4’ molar concentration in reference chamber 

Zn(OH)4- molar concentration at cathode collector at transition time 

symmetry factors for eqs. (A2) and (A4), respectively 

proportionality constants for dependence of concentration differences across 

- 

boundary layer on current, for Z, H, and K, respectively 

concentration difference between cathode surface and bulk 

zincate concentration difference between cathode surface and bulk 

potential of working half-cell 

junction potential 

potential of reference half-cell 

60/2F 

proportionality constant relating B and Be 

potential applied across working half-cell 

L 
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